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An experiment was carried out to characterize the erosion products found in the JET vessel after the first tritium
experiment. These products were analyzed for carbon, beryllium, inconel metals and tritium. All these elements were
present in airborne particles or deposited dust. The tritium was found as tritiated water vapour, and also strongly
associated to the suspended or deposited particles. It was more abundant in fine than in coarse particles. The paniculate
tritium seems to be almost entirely "insoluble" in a water solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Erosion products deposited inside a Tokamak vacuum
vessel and adjacent parts of the exhaust system represent
a radiation hazard (ref. 1) during maintenance and under
accidental conditions ( l° s s of vacuum accident). Special
attention has to be paid to the composition of these
products and mainly to their content in activation
products, beryllium, carbon and tritium.

A very first experiment was performed in December
1986 (ref. 2) to characterize the erosion products found in
the JET vessel after plasma shutdown and rise of pressure
up to normal atmosphere by venting the vessel through a
filter . At this time, there was still no beryllium or tritium
in the machine. The experiment showed that both metal
and graphite dusts were present inside the vessel, either as
airborne panicles of about 1 /*m median mass
aerodynamic diameter, or as deposited dust on the walls
and coarse debris on the floor.

The new experiment described hereafter was recently
carried out after the F.T.E. (First Tritium Experiment) to
acquire initial data on the distribution of beryllium and
tritium in the erosion products of plasma facing
components. The work was performed at the start of the
shutdown period beginning in February 1992.

2. SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

2.1. Air sampling
The pressure inside the vessel was raised by

introduction of air through a HEPA filter. Once the vessel
is nearly at the atmosphere pressure, the gases and

particles present inside the vessel were aspirated through
the sampling system at 55 m'.h1 STP regulated flow rate.
The suction of three times the air volume of the vessel
(assumed to be 200 m3) through the main sampling system
allowed to intercept 97% of the airborne particles
(aerosols). The major part of them was collected on two
fiber glass filters for further analyses, a small part of
them being collected on two inertial and diffusional
spectrometers for size distribution measurement. An
auxiliary circuit, placed in derivation of the main system,
was devised to draw a small flow rate of vessel filtered air
through bubblers and thus obtain sequential samples for
the determination of the gas and vapour tritium forms.
The air sampling system, consisting in two identical units
as shown on fig. 1, was placed on die top of the machine.

2.2. Deposited dust sampling
The dust present on the first wall of the vessel was

sampled by means of manual swabbing devices enabling
collection of the dust in a reproducible way over 33 mm
or 11 mm diameter areas, depending on the location of
the surface to be sampled. For each sampling location
(fig. 2), four contiguous areas were successively sampled
for determining beryllium, metals, graphite and tritium
respectively. The procedure used consists in fitting a pad
of a tissue material to the rotating part of a swabbing
device, humidifying it by ethanol and pressing it onto the
surface to be sample with a constant pressure. The tissue
on the pad has been chosen to resist abrasion and to have
a low metal background.
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Fig.l - One of the two air sampling systems

2.3. Floor debris sampling
A part of the floor debris in the size range from 5 /im

to a few millimeters was collected, after removing dump
plates in one octant, by using a cyclone device connected
to a vacuum cleaner. The fine particles not retained by the
cyclone were trapped by an exhaust HEPA filter, and the
debris larger than a few millimeters were discarded.

UL : Up Limiter (Be)
DL : Down Limiter (C)
DOW : Down Outer Wall (Inconel)
DIW : Down Inner Wall (Tnconcl)
MIT : Median Internal TiIe(C)

Snecial points
AP : Antenna Protection (C)
AS : Antenna Screen (Be)
FNBI : In front Neutral Beam

Injector.

Fig.l - Location of sampling points

2.4. Analysis techniques
According to the different elements to be measured,

various techniques were used. Carbon was measured by
combustion and infrared absorption, either directly or
after physical separation (tissue pads). Beryllium was
determined by atomic absorption, and the other metal
elements by neutron activation analysis or atomic
absorption, depending on the expected concentrations. Tha
radioactive metal isotopes were measured by gamma
spectrometry and the tritium by liquid scintillation. Before

being measured, the paniculate tritium was separated by
thermal desorption and combustion under conditions
allowing a total extraction (see results). Otherwise and for
comparison, the paniculate tritium of parallel samples was
separated by chemical oxidation and distillation.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Characteristics of erosion products
Table 1 gives the composition of debris and airborne

particles. The total mass of resuspended particles is 2.29
mg, which corresponds to an air concentration of about 11
/ig.nv3. C is the main component ; Be mass is very low
and cannot be evaluated with an acceptable degree of
confidence. Nevertheless, the size distribution of Be
aerosols can be estimated : the median mass aerodynamic
diameter is about 4 nm, and the geometric standard
deviation about 1.9. The composition of the floor debris
may have been modified by some work carried out in the
vessel before sampling and must be considered with
caution.

Table 1 - Composition of erosion products

SAMPLE

DEBRIS

AEROSOLS

ELEMENT COMPOSITION

C

27.5

80.3

Be

OJS

0.03-0.7

Ni

54.9
(76.1)

1.2
(6.2)

Fe

5.4
(7.5)

16.7
(87)

C r

11.8

Co

0.08
(16.3) (0.11)

1.3
(6.7)

0.02
(0.1)

( ) Relative to the total Ni,Fe,Cr,and Co

Table 2 - F-W. dust contamination(u.g/cm2)

LOCATION

UL

DL

DOW

DIW

MIT

AP

AS

FNBI

C

<10

340

17

4

1.5

<10

<1.2

2.1

Be

0.8

45

50

10

1.3

0.37

2.8

7.3

INCONEL

<13

<12

1.1-3.4

11.3

1.7-3.6

<11

<3.4

5.7

The distribution and composition of the dust deposited
on the first wall at different locations shown on fig. 2 is
presented in table 2. The deposited amounts (per surface
area) have been averaged for 3 samples collected at
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similar locations in the octants 2, 4 and 7. In spite of data
heterogeneity, some tendancies can be observed :
accumulation of dust in the lower part of the outer wall,
particularly on the carbon down limiter (DL), relatively
high surface contamination by Be associated with that by
C. relatively low contamination of an antenna and a
carbon tile located in front of the N.B.I.

Besides carbon and metal compounds, some Be-7 has
been measured in all the samples. Its mass activity is the
same for debris and airborne particles, but seems quite
different for deposited dust : from onl; 3 meas'-ements
the mean value is 2.105 Bq.g"1 of C. As shown on the
table 3, the other radionuclides are coming from activated
inconel.

Table 3 - Mass activity of particles (Bq/g)

NUCLIDE I

? B e ',

58 Co !

57 Co

! 60 Co

! 51 Cr

; 54 M n

j 59 Fe

\ 6 5 Ni

HALF-LIFE

53.2 d

70.8<l

271.8 d

5.27 y

27.7 d

312.2 d

44.5 d

2.5 h

DEBRIS

509*10

232*14

50*8

3.5*0.5

37^27

1.8+0.3

N.D.

N.D.
I

AEROSOLS

318*175

N.D. ;

N.D.

N.D. i

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D.

N.D. : Not determined

3.2. Characteristics and behaviour of tritiated materials
Among the gaseous forms found in air exhauts, HTO is

predominant (99%). The evolution of the HTO
concentration in vessel air during the venting period is
given in fig. 3. The initial concentration is 1 MBq.m'3,
that is 200 MBq for the total volume. The concentration
declines exponentially with time, but at a rate slower than
predicted from air renewal, indicating that some tritium is
continuously emitted from the wall. From the
experimental and theoretical decay constants, 0.161 h''
and 0.265 h ', we can calculate that the tritium is emitted
at an average fluence rate of 145 Bq.m'2.s"'.

To determine the degree of tritium retention on the
paniculate matter, experiments of thermal desorption have
been first carried out on floor debris. At ambient
temperature, the desorption rate is very low : less than
1 % of the total activity in 100 hours. As shown on fig. 4,
this rate increases with temperature. A temperature of
7000C or more is needed to extract the totality of the
particuhue tritium (tritium attached to the panicles) within

a few hours. The tritium content obtained by thermal or
chemical extraction is the same. Fig. 5 presents the
fraction of total activity that was released during 2 hours
at different temperatures and for different types of erosion
products. The kinetics of desorption is faster for small
particles than for coarse debris, but in all the cases the
extraction is nearly complete after 2 hours at 7000C. No
more tritium is released by raising temperature up to
115O0C.
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from debris vs. time

As can be seen in table 4, the mass activity of tritium
in particles is smaller for coarse particles in debris than
for small particles in aerosols or deposited dust samples.
By averaging 18 values of tritium activity per surface
area, one obtains 1.40 MBq.m"2, that is 280 MBq on the
total surface area of the wall (assumed to be of 200 mz).
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Fig.5 - Thermal desorption of tritium
from erosion products

Table 4 - Mass activity of tritiated materials (Bq/g)

A-Tot:il B-Effect of size and nature

I

DEBRIS: 2.7. Iff!
-i'

AEROSOLS: 2.1.10 i
6

DL-ST : 2.5.10 i

DEBRIS I C

COARSE SIZE
FRACTION

MEDIAiN SIZE
FRACTION

943

7-456

INCOiNEL

138

13-40

Very preliminary assays have been performed to
determine the "solubility" of paniculate tritium in a water
solution (HCl O.IN). Fig. 6 reveals that 80-90% of the
total activity cannot be extracted during the first 12 days
from respectively median size carbon debris (1-100 /*m
range size) and coarse composite debris (5-1000 ^m).
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Fig.6 - Water extraction of tritium from debris

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the above experiment, it was confirmed that
graphite and metal dusts were present inside the vessel as
airborne particles and deposited dust. The air
concentration of airborne paniculate matter was rather
small (11 /ig.m'3). This matter was principally made of C
(80%), Fe(17%) and traces of the toxic element Be. The
total amount of airborne particles divided by the total
amount of deposited dust on the wall gives a resuspension
ratio of about 10'5. Among the radionuclides measured in
the erosion products, Be-7 presents the highest activity.
This radionuclide r3:ults ::c:n D/D fusion reaction
followed by nuclear reaction of He-3 onto C-12 ; there is
also thought to be a contribution from "runaway"
electrons bumbarding the surface.

The tritium was distributed in similar amounts in the
volume of air enclosed by the chamber (200 MBq) and on
the surface of the wall in the form of non-fixed dust (280
MBq). In the air, the ratio of tritium in paniculate form
to that in vapour form as HTO vapour, was about 2.10"7.
The tritium in suspended particles, deposited dust or
sedimented debris was strongly fixed on the panicles as
shown by thermal desorption assays, and was more
concentrated in the fine particles of high specific surface
area, and also in the carbon fraction.

It was shown by a preliminary experiment that the
tritium attached to coarse or median size particles was in
major part "insoluble" in a water solution and hence
potentially much more radiotoxic than tritiated water. This
would be important to consider, if such tritium bearing
particles were accidentally released to the atmosphere.
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